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“ Don't watch the clock, do what it does. Keep Going. ” ― Sam Levenson
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Hostile Witness (Victor Carl, #1)



by
William Lashner



2004·







·3.86·655 Ratings


Hard-luck Philadelphia lawyer Victor Carl is just itching for the opportunity to sell out. Then good fortune comes knocking at his door in the guise of William Prescott III, a blue-blood attorney from one of the city's most prestigious firms. Prescott wan
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Falls the Shadow (Victor Carl, #5)



by
William Lashner



2006·







·3.99·328 Ratings


New York Times bestselling author William Lashner returns with a brilliantly twisty tale that probes the dark side of the law -- and manUnlike the rest of you, I cheerfully admit to my own utter selfishness. I am self-made, self-absorbed, self-serving, se
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Fatal Flaw (Victor Carl, #3)



by
William Lashner



2004·







·3.9·572 Ratings


Some victims deserve nothing less than the truth . . .Ethically adventurous Philadelphia lawyer Victor Carl usually does the right thing, but often for the wrong reasons. When old law school classmate Guy Forrest is accused of murdering his beautiful love
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Marked Man (Victor Carl, #6)



by
William Lashner



2006·







·3.84·354 Ratings


It must have been a hell of a night. One of those long, dangerous nights where the world shifts and doors open. A night of bad judgment and wrong turns, of weariness and hilarity and a hard sexual charge that both frightens and compels. A night where your
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Past Due (Victor Carl, #4)



by
William Lashner



2005·







·3.91·319 Ratings


It means something to be a client. It means he gets my loyalty, whether he deserves it or not. It means he gets my absolute best for the price of an hourly fee. It means in a world where every person has turned against him there is one person who will fig
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The Accounting



by
William Lashner



2013·







·3.89·428 Ratings


Jon Willing was just a teenager when he and his pals Augie and Ben stole a fortune in drug money. Brazen with youth and stoned out of their gourds, they thought they had the perfect plan for getting away with it.They were wrong.Twenty-five years later, Jo
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The Barkeep



by
William Lashner



2014·







·3.53·6,208 Ratings


Justin Chase is the perfect barkeep, tending bar as he lives his life, in a state of Zen serenity, until Birdie Grackle, a foul-mouthed alcoholic, walks into his bar and makes a startling confession. Six years ago Justin's life was ripped apart when he di
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Guaranteed Heroes



by
William Lashner



2015·







·3.85·35 Ratings


In a nation still recovering from the nuclear tragedies of forty years earlier, Clyde is working a dead-end guaranteed job at a diner, and Moonis is incarcerated in a Labor Camp for the Malcontented. But when Moonis’s sister, Cecily, goes missing, the o
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Blood And Bone



by
William Lashner



2009·







·3.53·280 Ratings


“Lashner keeps the reader spellbound.”—Harlan Coben New York Times bestselling author William Lashner takes a brief hiatus from his popular series character, lawyer Victor Carl (Hostile Witness, Fatal Flaw, A Killer’s Kiss et al), and electri
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 Ask yourself: Am I holding onto something that would be better to let go of? What is it and what’s holding me back from letting go? Next
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